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and into the big bag which he wore
under his clothes.
He ate and ate and ate! The old
woman started and stared and stared!
At last when she though he was
nearly dead with eating. P;nkel g.te
the bag an awful slap and it burst!
The old crone saw the porridge running out over the floor and she
thought, of curse, thit Pinkel had
burst.
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she hail been wearing, and laid it on
a chair.
This was Pinkel's chance. He made
a rush for the shawl. Then he ran
out of the door and down to lus boat
and home to the paface.
Of course he got his regard and
lived happily ever afterward!
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Ileal lake is to be bought by the university trustees and withdrawn from
cultivation and stock grazing. Th.
idea is that if people and animals are
kept off this land the water in the
lake will be absolutely pure. The
tract of land will be about L'Ofi acres
in extent. The lake has already been
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Brighter and cleaner homes; o
better light and less decorating
r
expense; perfect safety
anai oo
convenience; these are only a o
few of the great advantages oo
electrically wired homes af- - oo
o
ford.
o
o
We are now wiring already oo
built homes at COST of time o

o
o
o
o
o
o and material required for doo
o ing the work. Let us qive you
o an estimate. A call on either
phone will bring our representative to you.
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STAKTLFD UFNTFCKIANS.
Ky. A crowd
nearly
a
mobbed
demur maid who appeared
on the beach here wearing a green
silk slit bathing skirt that exposed a
very sheer green silk stoekini:.
DAYTON.

o
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o
when every Home in South o
o
o
Bend can enjoy Electric
oo
Service.
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Expensive Electric light is
o
o a thing of the past. Tungsten
o lamps have reduced the cost
until it is the most economical
light to he had.
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